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Abstract

Pionic decays of A=4 and 5 hypernuclei are discussed to obtain information about a

nucleus-A potential Results for the available decay widths support as a whole that the

nucleus-A potential has central repulsion not only in A=5 but also in A-4 hypernuclei

1. Introduction

The nucleus-A potential of s-shell A-hypernuclei has been discussed to possess the

central repulsion by several authors. Firstly it was proposed for the A-4He system by

Kuriharaet al in 1982 with a realistic NA potential in the framework of a multiple scattering

theory' 11) Recently Straub et al showed the central repulsion at short distances of the system

on the basis of a nonrelativistic quark-cluster model [2]. A potentiaj derived from effective

NA interaction of YNG |3) by folding procedure has also repulsion in s-shell A-hypernuclei

Such central repulsion seems to appear commonly in %'arious s-shell hypernuclei and brings

about characteristic structures. In the case of jHe it was pointed out by Harada et al that the

strong IN—»AN conversion is suppressed by the central repulsion (4J. and in the case of -?H

a halo structure was discussed by Khin Swe Myint [5].

The central repulsion, however has not been well established among the s-sheli A-

hypemuclet yet The repulsion, which reflects the nature of the NA interaction, is important to

be studied through all available observed quantities, since they provide a quantitative testing

ground for the theoretical derivation of nucleus-hyperon potentials. In the present paper we

investigate the dependence of the pionic decays on the nucleus-A potential, focusing our

discussion on the central repulsion. The pionic-decay data are expected to give information

enough to make a selection among nucleus-A potentials, since ihe elementary decay process is



well known Kunhara et al already discussed the pionic decay of ^He to see the difference of

the nucleus-A potenttal [6] Their calculated results, however, are only qualitative owing to

the plane-wave and closure approximations to pion waves Recently Motoba et al [7]

investigated the potential dependence by taking into account the pion distortion effect but not

considering the Pauli enhancement [8.9J From the obtained results they remarked that a

potential with central repulsion gives a better description to ^He but a worse description to AH

or \}\e than a potential without central repulsion The above theories predict the central

repulsion as a common feature among s shell A hjpemuclei Here we reanalyze the potential

dependence of ihe piome decay by taking precisely the Pauli effect into account in order (o

make clear whether the central repulsion exists in ,4=4 A hypernuclei or not. since more

experimental information is available for the A =4 hvpemuclei than for ^He

Recent development of experimental techniques is remarkable on the weak-decay

process of A hypernuclei It has reduced the uncertainty on the lifetime of A-d hypernuclei

and brought new information about partial widths of decay modes with neutral-particle

emission [10 12) This enables us to quantitatively reveal the existence of the central repulsion

through the pionic decays of the s-shell A-hypernuclei

2. Formulation

In order to investigate the role of the central repulsion in the piomc decay, we employ the

initial wave functions which are determined with two different nucleusA potentials VAC One

is a realistic potential with central repulsion by Kunhara et al . named Isle [1,6] The other is a

conventional potential of a single-range Gaussian form (SG) The potential parameters are

listed in Table 1. whose values are adjusted so as to reproduce binding energies of the s-shell

A•hypemudei The initial wave function |i) is determined by the Schrodinger equation

W, = 7 , r + \\c. (2 1)



where c denotes the core nucleus, which is 3H (3He) for the \H (* He) decay and 4He for the

^He decay Hereafter 3H (3He) and 4He are denoted as t(h) and a

Table 1

Since we consider the weak decay from the ground state of hypernuclei, the initial wave

function of ^H (^He) is described by a channel wave function [ <pim 0A ] with total spin 0:

( 2 2 )

where <?,"' is a wave function of the relative motion between A and t (h). For *H, the two

kinds of potential VA| and the relative wave functions <p"' obtained by solving Eq (2.1) are

shown in Fig 1

Fig 1

In order to take precisely the Pauli effect into account, final nuclear wave functions are

determined by the resonating-group method (RGM) with realistic effective NN interaction of

Nagata et al. [13]. The details of the calculation will be shown in a forthcoming paper [14].

The enhancement or suppression by the Pauli principle is evaluated by the use of the RGM

norm kernel N.

The pionic decay width Tis proportional to

(2.3)

where sn and pn are the spin nonflip and the spin-flip interaction constants, respectively In

the present calculation the value of 0.88 is used as the spin-nonflip ratio of s\l{s\ + p'm).



w hich is denved from the asyitunetry data of the emitted pion from a polarized free A particle

[15] A distorted pion wave function is denoted as xl' • which is determined with a pion

optical potential of the MSU group (16) and vertex renormalization is included in Eq.(2 3)

according to the prescription by Ericson and Bando [17). The pion wave-number for the

decay of a free A particle is expressed as k[0), whose corresponding momentum is 100 5

MeVA" for the prr decay and 10.1 9 MeV/r for the nn° decay The spin operator a acts on

the hyperon

Equation (2 3) depends on the RGM norm kernel N, of which eigenvalues y%T are

given in Table 2 The lowest aJlowed state ( y#T #0) is a main component of the ground state

When ys
s
r is zero, the decay is forbidden, and when it is unity, the Pauli principle does not

affect the decay Table 2 denotes that not only the suppression but also the enhancement of the

pionic decay can occur in a nucleus by the Pauli principle For example, in the case of *H

(^He) the two-body decay width is largely enhanced by a factor of about 2 compared with that

calculated from a simplified single-channel description, t-p (h-n), of the a ground state

without the Pauli enhancement The factor 2 is the enhancement factor 4, seen in Table 2,

times the t-t-p (or h+n) spectroscopic factor 1/2 of the a (5=T=0) ground state. The three-

body decay width of \He is also enhanced by the Pauli principle by about 14% as a net [ 14].

Table 2

3. Discussions

The calculated decay widths for ,4=4 and 5 hypernuclei are summarized in Table 3

Table 3

As for the dependence on the nucleus-A potential, the pionic decay widths for the potential

with central repulsion (Isle) are generally larger than those for the attractive one (SG) in the

three-body decays and smaller in the two-body decay as shown in Table 3. The reason is

explained from the overlapping of the relative wave functions between the initial hypemuclear



and the final nuclear states The distribution of A extends more outside for the repulsive

potential case as shown in Fig I Since the final nuclear state is a compact bound system a in

the case of the two-body pionic decays of-4=4 hypemuclei, the initial wave function from the

attractive potential has a larger overlap with the final state On the contrary, since the final

states are scattering ones in the three body decay, the repulsive potential case has large decay

widths For the K~ decay of ^He, the width 0 40TA for the potential with central repulsion is

in better agreement with the experimental data, 0 44 ±0 11 TA. than that for the attractive

potential of 0 31 TA

In the case of ^He, the total n- and TTO- decay widths are only the quantities to be used

for the selection of the potential, since the two body decay is forbidden by the Pauli principle.

On the other hand a ratio of the three-body to the two-body decay widths is available in the

case of /\=4 hypernuclei The ratio is a crucial quantity to select the potential, since the two-

body and the three-body decay widths change in opposite direction between the two potentials

as discussed above Bertrand et al reported event numbers in emulsion data for various n -

decay modes of ^H: 914 events for a+rt decay, 301 events for t+p+rr decay and 88 events

for h+n+ir decay [18] As was done by Motoba et al we also compare theoretical ratios with

the data

r,PK-'rax ' ° 3 2 9 Csle). 0 227(SG), 0.33 (=301/914, data),

(3.1)

( r t p 7 f + r h n « ) / r a i f : 0456 (Isle), O316(SG), 0.43(=(301+88)/9l4, data).

The obtained ratios suggest that the potential with central repulsion gives a better description

to A-4 hypernuclei On the other hand, Motoba et al presented 0 72 for the central repulsion

potential and 0 48 for an attractive potential .is the ratio to be compared with 0.43 of Eq.(3.1)

[7] The difference will be discussed later.

In Fig 2 we show the potential dependence of the other observed quantities concerning

the pionic decay The obtained decay widths and ratios of the central repulsion case are in

systematically good agreement with the whole experimental data.

Fig 2



The ratio of the two-body to the total n decay widths of ^H (ran-irn-) is also a serious

quantity to select the potential, since it is fairly well determined as 0.69±O.O2 [18] with old

emulsion and bubble chamber data The value 0.686 for Isle is especially in good agreement

with the data compared with the value 0 760 for SG The total n~ decay width and the n°/rt"

ratio of ^He also favour the central repulsion potential Though the other quantities do not

distinguish the potentials because of their large errors at present, much improved data of the

pionic decay widths would give a clearer evidence of the central repulsion of A =4 A-

hypernuclei

Our consequence, that the potential with central repulsion gives a better description to

A-A A hypernuclei, contradicts Motoba et al 's previous findings An essential difference is

the inclusion of the Pauli enhancement or not In Table 4, we compare the obtained decay

widihs of ^H with the ones not including the enhancement, which are denved by fixing all the

allowed eigenvalues y^T to unity In the case of no enhancement the obtained two-body

decay width is so small that the experimental data is hardly reproduced. The ratio / ^ - / r ^ -

attains to 0 66 for the attractive potential, which is in better agreement with the data

0.69+0 02 than the value 0 57 for the central repulsion potential. Thus, the same conclusion

as Motoha et al 's comes out in the case of no Pauli enhancement However, it should be

noted that in this case the two-body decay width is too small to explain the experimental data

for both the potentials Since Motoba et al did not take the Pauli enhancement inlo account,

their decay widths suffer same difficulties in the case of A=4 hypernuclei [7], Therefore, the

Pauli enhancement effect is indispensable to explain the experimental data as a whole and

important to select the potential

Table 4

4. Conclusions

It is discussed how the pionic decay widths depend on the nucleus-A potential in s-shell

A hypernuclei. The obtained results suggest that a potential with central repulsion gives more

reliable description not only to A=5 but also to A=4 Ahypernuclei than an attractive

potential For A-4 hypemuclei the ratio of the three-body to the two-body n -decay widths is



the most crucial quantity to distinguish the potentials, and the central repulsion is concluded

mainly from this ratio This work provides a first reliable evidence that A-4 Ahypemuclei

have central repulsion potentials The conclusion contradicts Motoba et al 's findings If we

neglect the Pauli enhancement effect in the present framework, the agreement of the ratio with

data becomes better for the attractive potential than for the central repulsion potenlial, and there

results the same conclusion as Motoba et al "s. In this case, however, the two-body decay

width is too small compared to the experimental data Therefore, the Pauli enhancement is

indispensable to obtain overall fitting to the experimental data, especially in the case of A=4

hypemuclei, and must be taken into account for the selection of the potential.

The central repulsion of the nucleus-A potential reflects the nature of the NA interaction

with a repulsive core We can expect similar repulsion potentials in light X- and Z-

hypernuclei from the property of the NY interaction It would be interesting to extensively

study possible characteristic structures in such light hypernuclear systems as discussed in

Introduction.
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Table 1 Potential parameters of /t=4 and 5 hypernuclei. The Isle potential has a two-range

gaussian form, which possesses the central repulsion, and the SG has a single-gaussian form.

AH

4
AHe

AHe

V,[MeV]
a, [fm]
V, [MeV]
a, [fm]
V, [MeV]
a, [fm]

95.86
1.12

10037
1.12

450.40
1 25

Isle

-78.07
1.7

-81.74
1.7

-404.90
1.41

SG

-37.12
1.7

-38.50
1.7

-43.92
1 566

Table 2 Eigenvalues of the RGM norm kernels of t(h)-p(n) and Ct-p(n) systems. AMs the

total quantum number of the eigenstates. The lowest allowed state (y£ r *0) is a main

component of the ground state.

Quantum number N 0 1 2 3

t(b)-p(n) (5,7>(0.0) 4
t(h)-p(n) (5,D*(0.0) 0

a-p(n) 0

0
1.333
1.25

1.333
0889
0.938

0.889
1.037
1.016



Table .1 Partial decay widths of ^H, AHe and ̂ He in the unit of the total decay width TA of

a free A and various ratios Non-mesonic decay widths are extracted from the experimental

total decay width (lifetime) data by subtracting the obtained total pionic-decay widths for A=A

hypernuclei

AH

a+n~

t + p + 7T

h+n+n"
7t" total
t+n+Jtn

rno /rK
ran/rn-
r
* nm
• n m " K

4

a+n«
h+n+Ji°
t+ p+K°

rt° total
h+p+7f

r̂ o //>

^ nm
r /r _

niii n.

c

a+p+n-
a+n+rc°

Isle

0 605
0 199
0077
0882
0 190
0.215
0686
0284
0 322

Isle

0338
0098
0050
0485
0.305
1 59
0.695
0.284

0.931

Isle

0.40
0.20

SG

0.705
0 160
0 063
0.927
0 159
0.172

0 760

0.270
0291

SG

0.392
0.077
0.040
0.509
0.251
2.02
0.771

0.314

1.25

SG

031
0.16

Exp

0.69 (+0.12,-0.10) [11]

100(+0.18.-0.15) [ I I ]

0 69(±0.02) [18]

Exp.

0.34 (+0.11) [12], 0.55 (+0.07) [ I I ]

0.34 (±0.07) [12]

1.00(±0.38) [12], 1.6 (±0.3) 111]

1.15 (±0.33) [12]

Exp. [10]

0.44 (+0.11)
0.18 (±0.20)



Table 4 Partial decay widths of *H in the unit of f*A an'l the branching ratio of the two-body

decay. The results withoutthe Pauli effect (y£ r = l fixed case) are shown as "no Pauli". For

the two-body decay a+rt', in order to compare the present result with that of a conventional

single-channel model where a is described as a t-p bound state, we take the t+p spectroscopic

factor of a ground state to be unity in "no Pauli" case.

Modes

a+jr

t+p+n"
b+n+K'

n -total

Pauli
Isle

0605
0.199
0077
0 882
0686

SG

0.705
0.160
0063
0927
0760

no
Isle

0.295
0.166
0.060
0.521
0 566

Pauli
SG

0.352
0 132
0.048
0.532
0.662

Exp.

0.69 (+0.12,-0 10)

1.00 (+0.18,-0.15)
0.69(±0.02)

[ I I ]

[11]

(18)

Figure Captions

Figure 1. A-t potentials (bold) and At wave functions. The solid lines are for the Isle potential

and the dashed lines are for the SG potential.

Figure 2. Potential dependence of calculated quantities concerning the pionic decay of ^H and

^He The open circles are for the Isle potential and the crosses are for the SG potential. The

first three quantities are for ^H and the others are for y\He. The ordinate is given in the unit of

respective experimental error bar
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